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orewor
This is IMSA's inaugural set of general competi-

tion rules. 1 think you will find the IMSA Code to
be iogical and fair, clear, comprehensive and re-
sponsible.

Upon these rules IMSA will base its reputation
and express its concern for high safety and organi-
zational standards in motorsports. You as competi-
tors will appreciate these factors, l'm sure, and
some of you may one day discover how well these
rules will protect your interests when the chips
are down.

Please read the IMSA Code carefuliy and cooper-
ate fully with IMSA and its officiais to continue the
growth and development of the sport. Above ail, I
wish you a safe and successful year of racing.

John M. Bishop
President, IMSA
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1. CONTROL OF COMPETITION
1.1 INTERNATIONAL CONTROL

The Federation Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA) is the inter-
national authority which makes and enforces rules for automobile
competitions. It is the final international court of appeal.

1.2 National Control
The Automobile Competition Committee for the United States

(ACCUS-FIA) is recognized by the FIA as the National Club (ACN) of
the U.S.A. Under the terms of the International Sporting Code of the
FIA (Code) ACCUS-FIA is the sole authority which controls interna-
tional automobile competitions in the United States, ils territories
and protectorates.

1.3, IMSA Contrai
The International Motor Sports Association, Inc. (IMSA) has estab-

lished these rules which govern its sanctioned speed events. Any
FIA-listed events supervised by IMSA will be organized and con-
ducted according to the FIA Code.

2. DEFINITIONS-TERMS
Standard nomenclature will be used wherever practicable in IMSA

activities.

2.1 IMSA-International Motor Sports Association , inc., P. 0. Box
805, Fairfield, Conn. 06430 , a national sanctioning organization formed
to promote motor sports ; to organize , sanction , supervise and con-
duct motor sports events; to promote uniform rules and safer stand-
ards; to collect and disseminate information relating to motor sports;
to supervise and grant affiliation to other organizations with similar
purposes , and to cooperate with such organizations ; and to undertake
any other activities to advance motor sports.

2.2 IMSA Code-The competition rules of IMSA

2.3 Automobile(Car
A self-propelled land vehicle running on et least four wheels not

in a line which must always be in contact with the ground. At least
two wheels must effect the steering and at least two the propulsion.

2.4 Pump Fuel
Any grade of automotive gasoline available at roadside stations,

without additions of any nature except upperlube which must be
added directly to the gasoline tank and not through any injection or
drop oiler system, and which must not raise the octane rating.
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2.5 Competition
-;A cpntest in which an automobile takes part and which is of a
cgElpetitive nature or is given a compétitive 'nature by publication

of ,rgsuits.

2.6 Event
An entire program of compétitions.

2.7 Sanction
The documentary authority granted by IMSA to organize and hold

a compétition.

2:6 Driver
A person named as the driver of an automobile in a compétition.

2.9-- Entrant
A person or organization whose automobile is accepted for com-

pétition.

2.10 Promoter
A person or body controlling a facility where évents are organized,

promoted and staged.

3. MEMBERSHIP-LICENSES
3.1 Competition License /Membership is required of drivers, entrants,

chief officiais, promoters, industry représentatives; in other words,
ail key personnel directly involved in the conduct of race évents.

3.2 Participating Membership is required of those who assist in

organizing and staging évents but who do not have key responsi-

bilities, mechanics, crew members and others issued pit pass cre-

dentials.

4. EVENTS
4.1 Organization-An IMSA évent may be organized by

a. IMSA
b. AnAffiliated Organization of IMSA

C. Other organizations or promoters approved by IMSA.

4.1.1 Approvai
The nome, service mark or emblern of IMSA may be associated

only with activities and évents which have been sanctioned or

approved by, IMSA.

4.1:7 Aâhowledgement bf Rules
'Éverj'1dfiver, entrant, officiai, promoter or other participant in an

IMSA-sanctioned évent, and every person who is issued an IMSA
license, is deemed to be acquainted with the IMSA 'Code. It is
assumed that he agrees. without réservation to conduct himseif in
accordance with the IMSA Code, and renounces the right to any
recourse or tribunal not provided for in the IMSA Code except9%Jith
the consent of IMSA .

4.1.3 Sanctions
Every speed event with which IMSA's name, service mark or

emblem is associated must be formally sanctioned by IMSA.

4.1.4 Supplementary Régulations (SR)-define for ail --participants
the specific conditions for an évent. SR usually are combined_ witb
entry forms sent to competitors and officiais. Since SR aecomrriô-
date local conditions, they may occasionally appear to contradict a
provision of the IMSA Code; in such e case, the SR take precedence
over the IMSA Code.

The SR contain this information:
a. Name, location, dates, nature and classification of the évent.
b. IMSA sanction number and announcement:

"l(eld under the IMSA Code."
c. Name and address of the promoter/organizer.
d. Schedule and location of ail activities and compétitions, classes

of automobiles éligible, etc.
e. Entry deadline, fées, number of entries to be accepted and

started in each compétition.
f. Schedule of awards and prizes.
g. Other necessary information.
No changes will normaliy be made in the SR after entry deadline,

except for reasons of safety or forces beyond the control of the
responsable officiais.

4.1.5 Insurance
IMSA requires that ait évents be covered by proper liability and

participant accident insurance in these minimum limits:
EVENT LIABILITY:

Bodily Injury-$500,000/$1,000,000
Property Damage-$100,000

or
$1,000,000 Combined Single Limit

PARTICIPANT ACCIDENT:
Accidentai Death-$10,000
Médical Reimbursement-$10,000
Weekly Indentnity-

$40/week for 26 weeks
(7 day waiting period)

Event liability coverage for IMSA-sanctioned , speed evgpts must
ordinarily be secured under the IMSA insprance . Program;;Rtherwise,
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the insurance policies must be submitted to IMSA for approval
prior te the granting of final sanction. Promoters must aiso make
insurance certificates available te the Race Director.

Participant Accident coverage must be secured without exception
under the IMSA Insurance Program.

Every competitor, official, worker, mechanic and other individuel
who is issued a pit pass or other such credential must first sign a
release and indemnity agreement.

4.1.6 Postponement, Abandonment , Cancellation
If an event is cancelled or postponed for more thon 15 days, entry

fees will normally be returned te those who have had no opportunity

to compete.

4.2 Classification
IMSA will classify events according to the drivers and types of

automobiles which will take part. IMSA will create and maintain
champlonship series of events for specific purposes and automobiles.

4.3-Courses
No competition may take place other thon on a course approved

by IMSA's insurance broker.
IMSA may:
a. Limit a course to certain event classifications.

b. Restrict the number and classes of automobiles te, be started
et a course.

c. Restrict the course te certain grades of drivers.

4.3.1 Course Measurement
The official length of a course is measured along the centerline

of the road.

4.4 Timing , Scoring , Starts, Finishes, Recuits
Unless the SR of an event provide otherwise, the following defini-

tions and procedures will be observed et IMSA events.

4.4.1 Starts
There are two types of starts:
a. The standing start where the cars are stationary et the moment

the starting signal is given, and
b. The rolling start where the cars are moving et the moment the

starting signal is given, in which case a pace car may be used
to lead the field to the starting fine,

4.4.2 Starting Line-
In a standing start, the starting line is the fixed position of each

car prior to the starting signal.
In a rolling start, the starting fine is the point on the course where

timing begins.

4

4.4.3 Starting Positions
Cars viii) normally be placed in the starting fine-up in order of

their speed potentiel with the fastest to the front of the field.
Only the automobile-driver combination may qualify for starting

position.

Pole position goes to the fastest qualifier. The pole is defined as
the front row, inside position with respect te the first tum past the
starting fine.

4.4.4 Timing and Scoring
a. For the standing start, the timing and scoring commence et the

moment the starting signal is given; or, if automatic apparatus
is used, et the instant it is operated.

b. For a rolling start, the timing and scoring commence when the
leading car crosses the starting line.

c. First and subsequent laps are normally timed and scored when
each car crosses the control aine et the timing and scoring
station.

4.4.5 Contrai Lino
An automobile crosses a contre[ Une et the instant the center of

its front wheels passes over that fine, or et the instant the automatic
timing apparatus is operated.

4.4.6 Starter
A driver is considered to be a starter in a competition only if he

has been under the Starter's orders et any Lime during the competi-
tion, in his car and fully prepared to compete.

4,4.7 False Start
A false start occurs when a driver under the Starter's orders moves

forward from his assigned position before the starting signal is
given. The SR may define a penalty or the Race Director may assess
a penalty fora false start.

4.4.8 Restart
If il should become necessary to stop a competition, the Race

Director may restart the competition with competitors in their
original starting positions, in single file according to their standings
et the time the competition was halted, or as otherwise prescribed
in the SR.

No work or replenishment may be done or assistance rendered to
any car during the period alter the competition is halted and re-
started, unless specifically authorized by the SR or the Race Director.

4.4.9 Minimum Duration
If a competition is stopped et less thon 50% of ils scheduled Lime

or distance and is not restarted, it will be considered incomplete,
and organizers will not be normally obligated te distribute awards.
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If more than 50% has been run, IMSA may cati the competition

complote.

4.4.10'Ties
in case of a tie (dead heat) the competitors concerned will share

equally the sum of the prizes allotted for their positions.

4.4.11 Finisher
To be considered a finisher, a car must complete at least half the

time or distance of the competition unless the SR prescribe alterna-

tive requirements.

4.4.T2 Winner
The driver who completes the distance of the competition in the

least time, or the greatest distance in the time set for the competi-

tion is the winher.

tri competitions of a given distance, the checkered flag will be
given first to the winner, thon to the other finishers as they cross

the finish fine.
In competitions of a timed length, the checkered flag wili be given

first to the leading car as it crosses the finish fine et or after the
expiration of the specified duration, then to the other finishers as

they cross the finish fine.

4.5 Awards
As one of the conditions of granting sanction, IMSA may require

a promoter to post the announced prize money prior to the start of
the event, and that IMSA controi the payment of these awards.

5. ENTRANTS-DRIVERS
Every person who enters a car in an IMSA-sanctioned event must

possess a current IMSA Entrant License, and every driver must

,possess a current IMSA Driver License.

In FIA-listed events, entrants and drivers must possess FIA

entrant and driver licenses issued by their ACN.
An entrant or driver must show his IMSA license on demand of

an officiai.

5.1 Entries
An éntry submitted and accepted for an IMSA event constitutes a

contract binding the entrant to take part in the competition entered
unless prevented by forces beyond his controi, and binding the
organizers to hold the event in accordance with the IMSA Code and

the published Supplementary Regulations.

5.1.1 Refusai
Organizers may refuse to accept an entry for any reason and they

are not obligated to give any reason. Such refusai is final and not
subject to protest or appeai.

However, if an entry is refused, the organizers must advise the
entrant as quickly as possible, and must return his entry fee.

5.1.2 Falsification

An entry which contains (aise information or incorrect statements
may be considered nuit and void and the entry fee may be forfeit.

5.1.3 Scratch

An entrant may, with the permission of IMSA, scratch (withdraW)
an entry by advising IMSA of such withclrawal prior to the entry
deadline date, in which case his entry fee will be returned.

However, if an entrant or driver, properly entered in an event, faits
to appear, his entry fee will be forfeit, If in addition he should take
part in another competition on the saure day, he Wili have violated
these rules and may be penalized.

5.2 Conduct

Every entrant and driver at an IMSA-sanctioned event is expected
to conduct himseif as a gentleman and sportsman and in a manner
which wili enhance 'the good name of motor sports and IMSA.
Faiture to do so may be considered toi be a breach of these rules.

5.3 Responsibiiity

Drivers are responsible for the conduct of their crews during a
competition. Any offense by a crew member may be charged to the
driver.

5.4 Alcohotic Deverages
It is forbidden to consume any alcoholic beverages during an

event in the pits, paddock or
under controi of the officiais.

any other portions of the premises

5.5 Medical Responsibiiity of Drivers
An IMSA-licensed driver who suffers an injury or iliness which

affects his ability to drive shall refrain from taking part in an
IMSA competition until he is again medicatly fit.

IMSA or the Race Director of an IMSA event may require a driver
te be examined by a physicien prior to issuance of a driver licén-se
or before taking part in a competition.

5.6 Safety Equipment
Drivers must equip themselves with the following safety equip-

ment white taking part in an IMSA competition:
a. Crash helmet certified to conform to ASAI Standard Z-90.1, or

bearing the seal of approval of the Snell Foundafion. ,
b. Suit manufactured of approved fire-resistant material and

covering the body from'the néck'to thé ankies ànd 'wri§ts, ''or
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suits of other fiame-resistant material when worn with full-
length underwear of Nomex or other approved materiai.

c. Gloves made of leather or fire-resistant material such as Nomex,

d. Socks made of fire -resistant materiai such as Nomex.

e. Goggles or face shieids in open cars only.

6. OFFICIALS
The officiels responsible for conducting an IMSA avent are

organized as foilows:

RACE DIRECTOR

jSTARTER

FLAG MARSHAL

COMMUNICATIONS
MARSHAL

OTHER

STEWARDS

TIMEKEEPER

TECHNICAL INSPECTOR

MEDICAL DIRECTOR

COURSE MARSHAL

attached to his appointment. However, except for the Race Director
and the Stewards, a person may hold more than one officiai position.

6.5 Race Director (Chief Steward)
The Race Director is the chief executive at an event and is re-

sponsible directly to IMSA for the conduct of the avent. Accordingly,
he has the duty and authority to:

a. Keep order in cooperation with civil authorities responsible for
public safety.

b. Execute the program of competitions and other activities punc-
tually by directing the drivers and their cars, officiais and their
assistants, and other participants.

c. Prevent ineligible cars and drivers from taking part.
d. Order inspection of any car in order to verify its eligibility.
e. Authorize changes of drivers or cars.
f. Settle protests and disputes.
g. Determine whether conditions are safe to continue the event, or

aise postpone a competition, modify the SR or alter the schedule
for reasons of safety or forces beyond his controi.

h. Assess penalties in accordance with the IMSA-Code.
I. Replace any officiai not able to perform his duties.
j. Supervise the distribution of awards to eligible competitors.
k. Compile a report on ail aspects of the event as requested by

IMSA.

6.6 Stewards
Stewards are appointed for their knowledge, experience, proven

judgment and stature in the sport of automobile racing. In events
not listed on the FIA calendar, Stewards act only in a judicial or
advisory capacity, and have no executive responsibility, either singly
or collectively. The primary functions of the Stewards are to:

a. Act as a court of inquiry, when requested by the Race Director,
to consider protests and other disputes. They may cati and
hear witnesses, consider evidence, and make recommandations
to the Race Direotor for soiving such disputes and assessing
penalties.

b. Advise the Race Director on any matters which they feel will
improve the conduct or safety of the event.

6.7 Starter

The Starter operates directly under the Race Director and controls
the competing drivers from the time the cars take their starting
positions until the competition is ended and ail cars have left the
racing circuit.

6.6 Timekeeper (Timer and Scorer)
The Timekeeper and his staff are responsible for the accurate

timing and scoring of the avent, He prepares the officiai results,

Except for the Stewards, they may delegate part of their duties

to assistants.
In FIA-listed avents, the duties of the Race Director (Cierk of the

Course) and the Stewards differ from those outiined in this chapter.

(See the FIA Code, Chapter X).

6.1 Supervision
in addition to these officiais, IMSA reserves the right to appoint a

person to evaluate and report on the avent.

6.2 Appointment of Officiais
The Race Director and Stewards are appointed by IMSA. Other

officiais are appointed subject to approval of IMSA.

6.3 Conduct
Every officiai is expected to conduct himself as a gentleman, in a

manner which will reflect credit on the sport of automobile racing
and on IMSA. IMSA may remove an officiai's appointment and may.
penalize him if he fails to conduct himself properly.

6.4 Separation and Plurality of Duties
An officiai can have no responsibility or authority beyond that
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maintains officiai times and lap charts for ail competing automobiles,
and furnishes timing and scoring information requested by the
Race Director.

6.9 Technical Inspecter (Scrutineer)
The Technical lnspector is responsible. for checking ail competing

cars for safety and eligibility. He and his assistants will conduct
inspections at the Race Director's request, and wili report any cars

which he finds are unsafe or ineligible.

6.10 Flag Marshal
The Flag Marshai is responsible for recruiting, training and assign-

ment of race control personnel at corner stations.

6.11 Communications Marshai
The Communications Marshai is responsible for operation of the

system used for transmitting and receiving information between
central controi and the corner stations.

6.12 Course Marshai
The Course Marshai is responsible for final preparation and

maintenance of the racing plant, and other related duties assigned

by the Race Director.

6.13-Medical Director
The Medical Director is responsible for staffing and operating the

event medical establishment with qualified physicians, nurses and

first aid personnel. His primary responsibility and purpose is the
treatment and disposition of any injuries incurred by the participants

in the event.

7. PENALTIES
Any driver, entrant, officiai or other participant who violates these

rules or the SR of an event, attempts to bribe anyone connected
with an IMSA event or activity, or is party to a fraud or other act
prejudicial to IMSA and the good reputation of motorsports may be
penalized according to the nature of the offense by IMSA, the Race
Director of an event, or by a court convened by IMSA.

IMSA shall have the right to publish notice that it has imposed a
penalty and the reasons therefor, and the person or body referred to
in such notice shali have no right to act against IMSA or the person

pubiishing the notice.

7.1 Range of Penalties
Penalties which may be imposed, in order of their severity, are:

a. Fine
b. Disqualification

c. Suspension
d. Loss of accrued points
e. Expulsion

7.2 Fine
A fine of up to $250 may be imposed by IMSA, the Race Director

of an event, or a court appointed by IMSA. Fines must be paid
within one week, and a member's competition privileges are auto-
maticaily under suspension until the fine is paid. Ail fines must be
remitted to IMSA, P. O. Box 805, Fairfield, Conn. 06430.

7.3 Disqualification
The Race Director may disqualify a driver, an entrant or an auto-

mobile from competition, in which case his rights to any awards in
the competition are forfait, and the officiai resuits will advance the
next competitor accordingly.

7.4 Suspension
IMSA or a court appointed by IMSA may suspend a member's

privilege to take part in competition for a definite or indefinite period.

7.5 Loss of Points
Loss of accrued points earned by a competitor may be imposed

by IMSA or a court appointed by IMSA.

7.6 Expulsion
IMSA or a court appointed by IMSA may expel a member for

serious offenses.

8. PROTESTS
Only an individual entrant or driver taking part in a competition

may enter a protest in that competition. He may protest any irregu-
larity, decision, act or omission of the promoter, official, entrant or
driver which he considers to be a violation of the IMSA-Code or SR,
except he may not protest the refusai of an entry.

8.1 Form
Protests must be made in writing, specifying the rule considered

to have been violated, accompanied by a protest fee of $50.00 and
s:gned by the party making the protest.

8.2 Time Limits
Protests must be received by the Race Director within the follow-

ing time limits:

a. Against the validity of an entry, qualification of an entrant,
driver or car: One heur prior to the start of the competition.

h. Against handicap or starting position: Immediately upon their
announcement.
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c. Against a mistake or irregularity during a competition: 30
minutes after the end of the competition.

d. Against the results of a competition: 30 minutes after posting
of the results.

8.3 Protests Against Cars

When a protest is made against a cars eligibility, the protestor
must post with the Race Director, in addition to the forms and fees
specified in 8.1, a cash bond adequate to caver the costs of any
disassembly, inspection and reassembly required. The amount of
this bond will be determined by the Race Director and Technical
Inspector.
If the car is found to conform to the rules and the protest is dis-

allowed, this bond will be forfait and will be used to caver the costs
involved.

If the car is found to be in violation of the rules and the protest
is allowed, this bond will be returned to the protestor and the pro-
tested party will stand ail expenses involved in the inspection, and
additionally is subject to penalty assessed by the Race Director.

If an entrant or driver of a protested car does not allow inspection
under these terms, he will be disqualified by the Race Director
immediately.

8.4 Disposition of Protests
The Race Director will as soon as practicable either personally

hear ail parties and witnesses involved in the dispute, or else he
may request the Stewards to conduct such a hearing to consider
testimony and other evidence. The Race Director wiil dispose of the
protest and will advise ait parties concerned of his decision. If a
decision cannot be made immediately, he will advise the time and
place the judgment will be announced.

Ali parties concerned shall be bound by the judgment given, except
in case of a vatid appeal.

8.5 Awards
The prizes and other awards may be distributed when the protest

period has elapsed, or at such time as ait protests affecting the
standings have been settled.

8.6 Malicious Protests
If a protest is judged to have been filed with malicious or spiteful

intent or otherwise in bad faith, the protestor may be found guilty
of violating Article 7 of these rules and may be penalized.

9. APPEALS
A person or organization may file an appeal against a judgment

s

affecting him and imposed by the Race Director of an avent or by
an IMSA flrst court, provided the appellent first gives notice of his
intention to appeal to the Race Director or the court.

IMSA will decide whether or not an appeal will be considered and
heard, and its judgment will be final. In case IMSA refuses to hear
an appeal, the appeal fee will be returned.

9.1 Effect
Living such notice of intention to appeal will not affect any penalty

or judgment being appealed. The Race Director, however, may with-
hold payment of any prizes which will be affected pending the out-
come of such appeal.

9.2 Form
Appeals must be in writing, signed by the appellent, accompanied

by an appeal fee of $100.00, and received at IMSA headquarters
within ten deys of announcement of the judgment being appealed.

9.3 Hearing
If IMSA decides to hear an appeal, a court will be named. Ali

parties will be adequately advised of the time and place of the
hearing and will be entitled to call witnesses, to represent them-
selves or be represented by advocates, and to present evidence in
behalf of their cases.

9.4 ludgment
The court may uphold or deny an appeai, waive or increase

penalties previousiy imposed, levy fresh penalty, and will determine
disposition of the appeal fee.

The court shaii not order any competition to be rerun.
IMSA shall have the right to publish the judgment of the court

and to use the names of the parties involved. These persons shaii
have no right to act against IMSA or whomever publishes the
judgment.

9.5 Malicious Appeals
IMSA may penalize the author of an appeal judged to be malicious,

spitefut or who otherwise acts in bad faith.

10. AUTOMOBILES
IMSA wili publish rules and specifications for varlous classes of

cars eligible to compete.

10.1 Fuel

Ali cars must use only pump fuel as defined in Chapter 2, unless
the SR of an event provide otherwise. IMSA may, ai the request of a
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race organizer, require ail contestants to use the same kind of fuel,
or the fuel provided.

10.2 Mechanicaf Condition
Each entered car must be inspected and approved by the Technical

Inspector before it will be allowed to participate in competition or
practice.

Cars damaged or altered alter they have been approved at in-
spection are subject to reinspection and approval. Major body com-
ponents must be maintained in normal position throughout the
competition, questionable cars subject to decision of the Race
Director.

10.3 Tochnical Inspection
Technical Inspection will cover:
a. Eligibility under IMSA rules.
b. Safety and design and construction per inspection form.
c. Appearance-clean and neat, no old damage.
d. Identification Numbers-legible to satisfaction of Timekeeper.
e. Racing Tires-mandatory.
f. Leakage-not allowed.
C. Driver safety equipment, per Art. 5.6.

10.4 IMSA FORMULA FORD
1. Definition--A class of single-seat, open wheel racing cars em-

ploying certain standard production components and otherwise
restricted in design and construction to promote iow cost of
ownership and race preparation.

2. Engine
A. General-The Ford Cortina 1600 GT 'crossf10w' engine must

be used. It must aiways be possible to identify the standard
production components. It is permitted to machine within
the following tolerances, but not to add metal or make any
mechanicai extension.
(a) Fully non-machined surfaces _........._.__........_.within 2.50%
(b) Machined surfaces .............._....._._....___...........within 0.15%
(c) Weights of partly machined parts ....................within 1.00%
(d) Weights of fully machined parts ._ ...................within 0.75%
Shot peening and other chemical metal strengthening of
standard parts is permitted.

B. Bore: May be enlarged for c!earance between cylinder and
piston, and/or cylinder liners may be fitted (Part #2737E6055C
or D).

Maximum compression ratio ........... ......... --._---°----...-........... .9.5:1
Minimum combustion chamber volumes per cylinder

for standard pistons .......... .47cc
for .030" pistons ...-...-....-..-...48cc

C. Cylinder Head
Depth of combustion chamber: 0.12"
Maximum width of combustion chamber measured from
front to back at nearest possible point to deck: 3.15"
Diameter of ports at manifold face of head-lnlet: 1.37"

Exhaust: 1.13"
Minimum cyl. head combustion chamber volume per cyl. 7.8cc
Standard head gasket must be used-

Part No. 2737E6051A or B
Reshaping the combustion chamber is prohibited.

D. Inlet Manifold
Outer ports: 1.45" x 1.25"
Inner ports: 1.25"
Carburetor flange: 2.985" x 1.355"
Machining of the carburetor flange to the horizontal is
permitted.

E. Pistons
The foilowing pistons may be used;

9

Standard grades 0 through 7 Part No. 2737E6102-F, G, or AH
.0025" oversize Part No. 2737E6102-A
.015" oversize Part No. 2737E6102-B or AD
.030" oversize Part No. 2737E6102-C
Depth of bowl (-±-.005") 0.50"
Maximum width of bowl 2.28"
Minimum volume of bowl 31.50cc
Centerline of wrist pin to crown: Maximum 1.739"

Minimum 1.735"
Overall height: 3.30"
Weight with rings and pin: Minimum 573 grams
Weight of pin: (i-2 grams): 115 grams
Piston rings are free, but:

-one cil control and two compression rings must be used,
and

-no modification may be made to the piston for installing
the rings.

F. Valves
Distance apart at centers: 1.54"
Maximum diameter: iniet: 1.50"

Overall length
Exhaust: 1.25"

Iniet: 4.28"
Exhaust: 4.26"
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Weight

G.

Inlet: Minimum 79 grams
Exhaust: 64 grams (2.257 oz.)

Re-profiling of valves is not permitted.
Camshaft (Part No. 116E6250A)

Lobes, heel to toe:

Base circle radius:

Lift at spring cap;

Lift at top of pushrod:

Timing (Tappet settings):

Inlet: 1.311"
Exhaust: 1.312"

Inlet: 0.540"*
Exhaust: 0.540"*

blet: 0.355"-0.3561,*
Exhaust: 0.357"-0.358"*

Inlet: 0.231"
Exhaust: 0.232"

0.016" inlet, 0.026" exhaust (i-4°)
Inlet: Fully open: (109*) ATDC

Exhaust: Fully open: (109°) BTDC

Weight: 2064-2070 grams.
Cam shafts must be standard 116E part fully manufactured,
machined and ground by the Ford Motor Company. Cam lobe
may not be altered.
* With nit tappet clearance.

H. Valve Springs
Springs and shims are free, but only one spring may be used
per valve, and standard spring caps and retainers must be

used.
Diameter of cap:

1. Pushrods

1.07"

Minimum mean stem diameter: .25"
Overall bength: 7.64"

Weight: 50 grams (1.764 oz.)

J. Connecting Rods
Part Number: 2737E6200B
Weight: Minimum 645 grains, with cap, boits and smaii end
bushing, but without big end bearing shebis.

K. Crankshaft
Part Number: 2737E6303A
Weight: 23.88 lb. (-L4 oz.)
Crankshaft publey: free
Stroke Dimension: 3.052" - 3.060"

L. Fbywheel
Part Number: 2737E6375A
Weight with ring gear and dowels: Minimum 17 lbs. 12 oz.

M. Carburetor
Part Number: 2737E9510B (Weber 32DFM or DFD)
Venturi diameter: Primary: 26 mm

Secondary: 27 mm

1

Permitted modifications:
a. The fitting of any jets,
b. Modification or substitution of externat throttle linkage.
c. The fitting of externat anti-surge pipes.
d. The removal of the air cleaner.
e. The fitting of a vetocity stack (intake air horn).
f. The removal of choke butterfiies and linkage.

N. Fuel Pump: free
0. Exhaust Manifold: free
P. Lubrication System

Ci[ sump and pump: free
Dry sump is permitted.

Q. Cooling system
Radiator, fan and water pump: free
Drive belt: free

R. Electrical Equipment
Distributor: standard Autolite-No. 12100 (I.D. #C7BH-C or
C7BH-K)
Transistorized ignition is not permitted. Other electrical com-
ponents: free

S. Miscellaneous
1) Timing chain-sprocket cover may be modified or re-

pbaced.
2) The following non-standard parts may be used if un-

authorized modifications to other components do not
result:
-nuts, boits, screws, studs and other fasteners
-ail Baskets except for head and inlet manifold gaskets
-washers and seals
-connecting rod, crankshaft and camshaft bearings of

the same size and type as original. Normal under/over
site bearings permitted.

-mechanical tach drive permitted.
-crankcase breather may be altered or removed
-rocker cover may be altered to provide for crankcase

ventilation and the filler cap may be repbaced or
altered

-crankshaft and main bearing caps may be treated with
sait-bath nitriding covered under SAE spec AMS2755A
(Tuftriding, etc.)

3. Transmission
Any transmission may be used with not more than four forward
gears and an operational reverse gear.

4. Final drive-Any final drive unit may be used except;
A. Drive shah be to the rear wheels only.
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B. Limited slip and locked differentials are prohibited.
5. Clutch

Free (including attachment to flywheel)
6. Chassis

The chassis shali be of tubular steel construction with no stress
bearing panels except bulkhead and undertray. The curvature of
the undertray may net exceed one inch . Tubes may transport
liquid. Monocoque construction is prohibited.

7. Suspension and Running Gear
Ail components shah[ be of steel with the exception of springs,
hub adaptors , rear hub carriers , bearings and bushings.
Wheel spacers shah) sot exceed 1V2".
Any shock absorbers may be used.

8. Body
A. No part of the frame or body shah ) project beyond a plane

connecting the vertical centeriines of the front and rear tires.
B. The driver 's seat must be capable of being entered without

the removai or manipulation of any part or panel.
C. Wheel protectors may be installed , but such installations are

subjectte approval.
D. Roll bar must be installed te protect driver in case of upset.
E. Wings and other airfoil devices are prohibited.

9. Brakes
Free, except disc brakes are restricted te cast iron calipers.

10. Wheels
Origin of wheels is free but diameter is limited te 13" and rim
width restricted to 51/2".

11. Minimum Weight
881.6 lbs. (400 kgs)-including coolant and lubricants, not in-
cluding fuel and driver.

13. Fuel Capacity
Limited te six gallons. Approved safety fuel celis are recom-
mended and will become mandatory in near future.

10.5 IMSA FORMULA VEE
1. Définition-A class of open-wheel, single-seat racing cars empioy-

ing certain standard Volkswagen components, and restricted in
design and construction te promote,low cost of ownership and
race, preparation.
Except as authorized specifically in these rules, ail components
of the engine, power train, front suspension and brakes must
have been manufactured by Volkswagen, and must conform te
standard production specifications of the VW 1200 Series, Type I
Sedan as marketed in the U.S.

2. Engine-These dimensions and tolérances must be observed:
Bore: 3.040"
Stroke: 2.520" t .005"
Exhaust Valve diameter; 1.102" or 1.18"
Intake Valve diameter: 1.18" or 1.24"
Min. capacity of one combustion chamber in head: 43.0 cc
Min. depth, top of cyl. barres te top of piston: 0.039"
Normal battery-charging function of the generator must be pre-
served.
Authorized modifications:
a. Balancing of ail moving parts.
b. Polishing of parts to maximum diaméters as follows:

intake: 29 mm
exhaust: 33 mm

c. Matching of manifold flanges.
d. Lightening of fhywheel to 12 lbs. minimum.
e. Installation of baffles within original 011 sump and crankcase.
f. Addition of an oit temperature sending unit on crankcase.
g. 'Use of any standard VW oit pump.
h. Use of any valve spring shims provided the fitted length of

the spring is net Ness than standard dimension.
h. Removal of heat riser tube from intake manifold.
j. Use of any standard VW distributor.
k. Removai of any cooling duct composent.
I. Fitting of any exhaust system terminating 1"-3" behind rear-

most part of the body.
m. Removal of carburetor air cleaner and choke mechanism.
n. Fitting of any standard carburetor fitted te VW 1200 sedans,

and the use of any jets or VW venturi which may be fitted
without aitering the carburetor body. Venturi must be fitted
in standard location but its internai diameter may be en-
larged. Float may be modified, but no change may be made
in the float chamber or float valve.

3. Transmission/Rear Axie-Assembly must derive from standard VW
1200 sedan. Synchromesh components must operate on at least
three gears.
Authorized modifications:

a. Installation of any standard VW gear set which can be fitted
without modification of any component of the transmission or
of the gear set itself and the transposing of the ring gear te
provide proper axle rotation.

b. Removai of the handbrake linkage.
c. Altération of the shock absorber mounts.
d. Transmission may net be installed in an inverted position.
e. The use of a limited-skip differentiai device is prohibited.
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f. Any VW clutch of the same diameter as that used in the 1200
sedan may be fitted.

4. Brakes
Dual braking system operated by a single control must be in-
stalled so that effective braking power will be maintained on at
least two wheels. Any master cylinder(s) may be used. A separate
hand brake is not required.

Front and Rear brake drums, baaking plates and wheel cylinders
must be from standard VW 1200 sedan. It is additionally permitted
to use late series VW ribbed brake drums (part #113501615D) on
the rear.

5. Suspension/Wheels
Front suspension and steering must be standard VW 1200 sedan.
These modifications are authorized:
a. Removal of one torsion bar.
b. Any sway bar(s) may be used,
c. Any shock absorber which fits standard mounts may be used.
d. Steering gearbox may be centered and tie roda replaced.
e. Steering column and wheei are free,
f. Any Pitman arm may be used. Standard steering arms may be

altered, but no modification of the spindle is permitted.
Rear axie assembly must be standard VW 1200 sedan, with axie
located by a single trailing arm on each axie. Coil springs must
provide primary springing with telescopic shock absorbera
mounted inside them. Cables, straps or other positive stops may
be used to limit positive camber. Any anti-roll bar or camber.
control device may be used, but if such device is removed, the
primary coil springs must continue to function normally.
Wheels-Standard VW 1200 sedan: 15"
Tires-Free

6. Frame-The chassis must be constructed of steel tubing of a
maximum diameter of 4", fabricated in such a way that no rigidity
or strength is derived by means other than the frame tubes, It
is hot permitted to use stressed-skin, monocoque, or semi-mono-
coque construction, except that:
a. The firewall panel may be attached rigidly to the frame tubes,

and
b. The undertray may be rigidly attached to the frame, provided

that the curvature, measured vertically from its lowest point
to the highest point of its attachment to the frame at the
sides, must hot exceed one inch.

7. Body-
The body must enclose the engine by surrounding it from a point

no higher than the lower edge of each valve cover and extending
from the front of the engine to its rear on each side. The top of
the rear deck must extend from the back of the firewall to a
point in line with the rear of the transmission housing, but may
have air intake openings.
The rear trailing arms, cois springs and shock absorbera may hot
be faired in by covering or shrouding them away from the air-
stream. Specifically, the front mounting point or radius pad may
be inside the trailing edge of the s:de body panel so long as the
panel does hot extend back over the trailing arm itself.
The driver's seat must be capable of being entered without the
removal or manipulation of any part or panel. Firewall, floor and
safety equipment must conform to the IMSA Code.
No part of the trame or body shah project beyond a plane con-
necting the vertical centerline of the front and rear tires. How-
ever, wheel protectors of approved design may be installed.
Air ducting may be utilized provided it is attached to the body
or frame of the car. Ducting may not be made part of or attached
in any way to the engine assembly.
Wings or airfoils may hot be utilized.

8. Weight / Dimensions-
Minimum weight, without fuel or driver-825 lbs.-No ballast
permitted.
W hee (base: 81.5"-83.5"
Track-front: 51.4"
Track-rear: 49.3"-49.8" at 0° camber ± 4"
Overall length: 123"-127"
Body depth et firewall: 25"-minimum
Body width at firewall: 34"-minimum

9. Fuel Capacity-
Maximum: 6 galions. Approved safety fuel cells are recommended
and will become mandatory in near future.

10.6 IMSA SEDANS
1. Purpose

The purpose of the International Sedan Category is to stimulate
the competition in race events of volume•produced sedans, the
safety and performance of which are improved through uniform
rules.

2. Recognition
IMSA will recognize and publish specifications for automobiles
eligible to compete. In order to qualify, a model must:
A. be produced and marketed in sufficient volume so that its
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exact specifications are standard and may be easily checked,
and sa that a ready suppiy of cars and parts is avaitabie;

B. be in production and marketed in the U.S .A. during the year
of ifs eligibility , or during a three year period prior ta the
calendar year of its recognition;

C. accommodate at least four average sized adults comfortably

D.
at the same time;
be equipped with an integral hardtop as produced. Convertible

bodies are not allowed.

IMSA may refuse ta recognize a make and model which meets
these criteria if it is considered unsuitable for competition in the
International Sedan Category.

3. Fuel
Pump fuel only must be used.

4. Configuration
International Sedans as raced must conform ta standard produc-
tion configuration . Except where these rules allow modifications
or substitutions , ail components of the automobiles must there-
fore be identical ta those produced and delivered ta the public
in the U .S. The up -dating of automobiles within the specification
of a recognized make and model is permitted.
IMSA will establish an officiai weight for specific makes and
models, or for classes of automobiles, which weight each auto-
mobile must meet or exceed in lis racing configuration , without
fuel or driver.

5. Required Modifications
A. Roll cages of approved layout and material must be installed

ta protect the driver in case of upset.
B. Safety fuel ceils of an approved design* and site must be in-

stalled as closely as practicable ta the location of the original
fuel tank. Maximum size : 15 gai . Filler caps must either include
an approved one-way, anti -surge valve , in which case (iller
openings must be located outside the bodywork , or be vented
in such a way as ta minimize loss of fuel and prevent spillage
of fuel inside the automobile.

C. Metai firewails must be installed , if there are none provided,
between the driver's and the engine compartments and be-
tween the driver's space and the compartment containing the
fuel tank.

D. Fuel fines must either be routed outside the driver 's compart-
ment or be shieided ta prevent accidentai damage.

E. Steering lock mechanisms must be removed.
F. Hoods and rear deck lids must be securely fastened.
G. Passenger seats and seat backs must be removed.
H. Approved driver restraint system must be installed.

1. Headlite bulbs must be removed and socket covered with
solid, non-shattering material, except where SR require oper-
able headiites . Sockets must remain as installed and wiring
must be operable. Tait and brakelites must remain In operat-
ing condition.

J. Approved scattershields must be installed in automobiles
where disintegration of the clutch or flywheel might injure
the driver . 3601 scattershields are recommended.

6. Optionai Modifications
A. Bodywork

1) Ducting is allowed in the bodywork below a plane passing
through the center of the wheel hubs . No belly pans may

be added.

2) Straps or clips may be added ta retain the windshield and
rear window.

3) Exterior of fenders and fender well may be altered if
necessary ta provide tire clearance, but no change may
be made in the wheel opening . Standard appearance must
be maintained as closely as possible. Tires must be con-
tained within the contours of the bodywork.

4) Floor mats and headliner may be removed.
5) Doors may be bolted, welded or otherwise secured by

metal fasteners . However, hinges may not be removed,
and if doors are permanently shut, at ieast one window
must remain open at ail times ta permit escape or rescue
of the driver.

6) Bumpers may be removed . However, if they are carried
they must be of stock configuration and must be altered
ta avoid hooking or locking with other cars. Overriders
and other projections must be removed.

7) Inside door panels must be carried or replaced with
smooth metal trim panels . Side windows may be removed
or replaced with plexiglass of the same thickness, but
if carried must remain operable . Other cranks, handles,

etc., which protrude into the interior may be rémoved.

8) Accessories , lights, Bauges and switches may be added
or removed and other interior modifications may be made
for the comfort and convenience of the driver , provided
there is no effect on the mechanical performance of the
car. Driver 's seat may be replaced.

9) Cables and fines may be rerouted.
10) Steering wheel may be replaced and column relocated.
11) Bodywork may be modified ta accommodate outside fuel

(iller caps per rule 5B.
12) Undercoating may be removed.
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B. Chassis-Tires-Wheels-Brakes
1) Springs and shock absorbers may be replaced with others

of standard type if they can be fitted to original supports
and brackets.

2) Front spindles, axle shafts, hubs and bearings may be
modified or replaced, provided there is no change in
standard track dimension measured from the centerline
of the car, wheelbase dimension, or the suspension
geometry. Standard suspension components may be
strengthened and reinforced.

3) Original wheels may be strengthened, altered or replaced
with others of a different type or material, provided the
total track dimension, measured from the centerline of
the car, is not increased by more than two inches over
standard. Maximum rim width allowed is seven (7) inches.
A variance of plus or minus one (1) inch is allowed from
the standard wheel diameter. The pattern, size and
number of wheel studs may be altered, but no knock-off
or quick-change hubs are permitted. Ait four wheels and
tires must be of the same size.

4) Spare wheel/tire may be removed.
5) Anti-sway bars may be added or substituted. Torque

rods, panhard rods and similar axie-locating devices may
be used.

6) Standard brakes must be used, but may be modified as
fol lows:

a. dual master cylinders and pressure-equalizing devices
of any origin may be used.

b. linings and pad material are free.
c. backing plates and dirt shields may be ventilated and

air ducts fitted per Rule 6A (1).
d. dirt shields may be removed.
e. hand brake may be removed.

5) Any self-starter may be used , but must be in working

order at all.times.

D. Engifte-Drive Train
1) Engine and drive train must be as produced in combina-

tion with body and chassis of each make and mode[, and
must be mounted in the standard location. Externat ap-
pearance of principal engine and drive train components

must remain standard . Provided it is always possible ta

identify the block, cylinder head (s), gearbox and final

drive casings as production elements, it is permitted to
modify them by tooling but no material or mechanical

extension may be added , and the locations of the cam-

shaft(s) and valve centers may not be changed.

It is allowed to bore /stroke to the limits of the class and

to modify or substitute any internai components of the

engine and drive train . Crankshafts are free provided the

original firing order is maintained . Rods are free . Gearbox

is limited to standard number of ratios.

2) Intake manifold is free, but must be attached In the

standard manner and location.

3) Carburetors are free in size, type and number. Fuel in-

jection system of stock configuration may only be used
on models where it is standard equipment.

4) Exhaust emission devices may be removed.
5) Exhaust manifold is free.
6) Fan may be modified or removed.

7) Crankshaft vibration damper may be added.

8) Oil sump is free. Capacity may be increased, but no dry
sump system is permitted.

9) Vents, breathers , cil coolers, cil filters may be added or

substituted.
10) Any radiator which will fit the standard location and

7) Steering ratio may be altered, but original steering box
must be utilized. 11)

C. Electrical System
1) Batteries may be replaced by others of same voltage, but

must be securely mounted. Location of battery may be
changed. 12)

2) Generator may be replaced by another type or by an 13)
alternator, provided driving method and attachment loca- 14)
tion are unchanged. Regulator is free.

7. Classes

does not alter the appearance of the automobile may be
instalied and shrouded.
Fuel pumps are free in type, size and number, but if
an electric fuel pump is used, it is recommended that
the automobile be equipped with an automatic ignition

shut-off device which wili function on impact.

Clutch is free.
Limited-silp or locked differential may be used.

Heavy-duty drive shaft and universal joints may be used.

3) Any make of ignition coil, condenser, spark plugs,
or fuses may be used.

relays A. Automobiles with pushrod-operated valves and not exceeding
2000 cc dispiacement as produced by the manufacturer. Cylin-

4) Any battery ignition system may be used. der capacity may be increased as provided in Rule 6D (1) to a
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IMSA SEDAN SPECIFICATIONS

AKE MODEL

ENGINE

STO.
DISPL .

MAX.

PERMITTED

DISPL.
NEEL

BASE

TRACK
F R

STD.
WNEEL

DIA .

NO .
FWD.

SPEEDS

WEIGHT

BRAKES (LB.)

F R STD.

MINIMUM

PERMITTED

Alfa Romeo Giulia Super 1570 1700 98.8 51.6 50 15 5 Disc Dise 2100 1890

1965-66-67
1750 Berline 1779 1700 101.2 52,1 50.2 14 5 Dise Disc 2300 2070

1969.70

Austin Mini 998 2000 80 2 48.125 46.31 10 or 12 4 Drum Drum 1400 1260

Mini-Cooper 1275 2000

.

80.2 49.125 47.31 10 or 12 4 Dise Drum 1400 1260

America 1275 2000 93.5 52.5 51.25 12 4 Disc Drum 1700 1530

Auto Union Audi 100LS 1760 2000 105 3 55.9 56.1 14 4 Dise Drum 2200 1980

BMW 1600 1573 1700

.

98 4 52.4 52.4 13 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800

2002 1990 1700

.
98 4 52.4 52.4 13 4 Dise Drum 2100 1890

1800 1766 1700

,

100 5 52.8 54.6 14 4 Dise Drum 2400 2160

2000 1990 1700
.

100.4 52.4 54.2 14 4 Dise Drum 2500 2250

Citroen ID-19 1985 2000 123 0 59.1 51.2 15 4 Disc Drum 2800 2520

Fiat 850 Sedan 843 2000

.

79 8 45.2 47.5 13 4 Dise Drum 1500 1350

124 Sedan 1197 2000

.

395 52.4 51.2 13 4 Disc Drum 1900 1710

124 Sport Coupe 1438 1700
.

95.3 53. 51.8 13 4 Dise Dise 2100 1890

Ford of Cortina GT 1499 2000 97 5 51.7 50.9 13 4 Dise Drum 1900 1710

England 1966-67

Cortina GT 1599 2000

.

98,3 54. 8 53,3 13 4 Dise Drum 1900 1710

1968.69-70
Cortina-Lotus 1558 1700 97,5 51.4 50.9 13 4 Dise Drum 1900 1710

1966-67
Anglia 1198 2000 90.5 46.0 45.8 13 4 Drum Drum 1700 1530

Hillman Imp 875 1700 82 48.0 47.9 12 4 Drum Drum 1500 1350

Honda 1300 1298 1700 88.6 49.0 48.4 12 4 Dise Drum 1700 1530

Lancia Fuivia 1298 1700 97.6 51.2 50.4 14 4 Dise Dise 2200 ' 1980

Berline GT
Flavia 1800 2000 104.3 52. 50.4 15 4 Disc Dise 2500 2250

Berlina

MG 1100 1098 2000 93.5 51.5 50.9 12 4 Dise Drum 1800 1620

Nissan Datsun PL510 1585 1700 95 3 50.4 50.4 13 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800

Datsun PL411 1585 2000
.

93.7 47.5 47.2 13 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800

NSU 1000C 996 1700 88 6 49.6 49.1 12 4 Drum Drum 1500 1350

1200C 1177 1700

.

96 1 50.4 49.1 13 4 Dise Drum 1600 1440

RO .80 995 -
.

112.6 58.3 56.5 14 4 Dise Dise 2700 2430



IMSA SEDAN SPECIFtCATIONS
EN6lUE MAX. STIL N8 .. WEIGHT

MAKE MODEL
STD.

DISPL .
PERMITTED

DISPL.
WHEEL

BASE
TRACK

F R
WHEEL

DIA.
FWD.

SPEEDS

BRAKES
F R

(LB.)
STD.

MINIMUM

PERMITTED

Opel. Kadett 1078 2000 95.1 49.2 50.4 13 4 Drum Drum 1700 1530
Kadett LS Rally 1897 2000 95.1 49.3 50.2 13 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800
Kadett L
Caravan

1078 2000 95.1 49.2 50.4 13' 4 Dise Drum 1900 1710

Peugeot 404 1468 2000 104.3 53. 50.4 15 4 Disc Dise 2300 2070
504 1796 2000 107.9 55.9 53.5 14 4 Dise Dise 2500 2250

Renault 8 1966 1108 2000 89 49 48 15 4 Dise Dise 1600 1440
8 Gordini 1966 1255 2000 89 49 53 15 4 Dise Dise 1900 1710
10 1108 2000 89 49 48 15 4 Dise Dise 1600 1440

16TS 1565 2000
R-104.3
L-107 52.8 50.8 14 4 Dise Drum 2200 1980

R over 2000 1980 1700 103.4 53.4 52.5 14 4 Disc Disc 2800 2520
2000TC 1980 1700 103.4 53.4 52.5 14 4 Dise Dise 2800 2520

SAAB 95 V-4 1498 2000 98.3 48 48 15 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800

96 842 1700 98.4 48 48 15 4 Drum Drum 1700 1530
96 V-4 1498 2000 98,3 48 48 15 4 Dise Drum 1900 1710

99 1709 1700 97.4 54.7 55.1 15 4 Disc Dise 2200 1980

simca 1204 1200 2000 99.2 53.8 51.6 13 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800

Subaru 1100 1100 2000 95.3 48.2 47.6 13 4 Drum Drum 1500 1350

Sunbeam Alpine 1725 2000 98.5 52 52 13 4 Dise Drum 2200 1980

Toyota Corolla 1077 2000 90 49 48 12 4 Dise Drum 1600 1440

Corons 1858 2000 98.8 52.2 52.0 13 4 Dise Drum 2200 1980
Corona il 1858 1700 98.8 52.2 52 .0 13 4 Dise Drum 2300 2070

Triumph 2000 1998 2000 106 52 50.3 13 4 Dise Drum 2500 2250

Volkswagen Type 1 1300 2000 94.5 51.8 53.2 15 4 Drum Drum 1800 1620
1500

1600
Type 3 1500 2000 94.5 51.6 53 15 4 Dise Drum 2000 1800
Fastback 1600
Type 3 1500 2000 94.5 51.6 53 15 4 Dise Drum 2100 1890
Squareback 1600

Valve., 122S 1986 2000 102.4 51.6 51.6 15 4 Dise Drum 2300 2070
142S. 1986 2000 102,4 53.2 53.2 15 4 Dise Dise 2400 2160
144S 1986 2000 102.4 53.2 53.2 15 4 Dise Disc 2500 2250
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